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Public Opinion: What the American Public Thinks 
 

A 2009 U.S. Gallup Poll conducted by NAMM (The National Association of Music 
Merchants), reveals the majority of Americans completely or mostly agree that 
benefits for children and teenagers playing musical instruments include: 
 
•    Help a child develop creativity (97% total, 59% completely and 37% strongly agree) 

•    Help develop teamwork skills from playing in a school band (96% total, 51% 
completely and 45% strongly agree) 

•    Help a child’s overall intellectual development (94% total, 45% completely and 49% 
strongly agree) 

•    Help make friends (93% total with 42% completely agreeing) 

•    Help prepare them to be creative and innovative in the workforce (91% total, 42% 
completely and 49% strongly agree) 

•    Yield better grades, teaches discipline, motivates them to stay in school (88% total, 
36% completely and 52% strongly agree) 

•    Make you smarter (83% total with 37% completely agreeing) 

2008 Imagine Nation Poll Findings  
 
•    91% of voters believe that the arts should be considered part of the basics in the 
classroom for imaginative learning  
•    88% agree that an education in and through the arts is essential for students to set 
high standards for themselves, have ambition and aspirations for success, and develop 
the skills to fulfill their dreams 
 
A 2006 U.S. Gallup Poll reveals Americans of all ages are continuing to pursue 
music making and offers insight into the attitudes behind this passion as part of 
the 2006 Music USA: NAMM Global Report. 
 
•    Americans are making more music than any other nationality.  
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•    The U.S. market accounts for 42.7% of musical instrument purchases, followed by 
Japan at 15.6% and U.K. at 6.7%  
•    More than one-half of U.S. households (52%) has at least one person, age 5 or 
older, who currently plays a musical instrument – a sharp contrast compared to the 
United Kingdom at 37% and Australia* at 36%  
•    40% of U.S. households have two or more musicians  
•    More women (51%) play musical instruments than men (49%)  
•    The fastest growing segment of music makers is between the ages of 18 and 34; an 
increase of 5% percent since 2003  
•    More people are encouraged by their parents to take up an instrument (37%) than 
become interested on their own (29%), or are encouraged by a teacher (17%) or 
someone else (16%)  
The report also highlights attitudes behind these trends: 
•    85% of Americans believe that music is a very important part of their life  
•    82% of Americans wish they had learned to play a musical instrument, and 67% 
expressed an interest in learning to play  
•    94% of respondents believe music is part of a well-rounded education, and that 
schools should offer instrument music instruction as part of the regular curriculum  
•    85% believe participation in school music corresponds with better grades and higher 
test scores  
 
A 2003 Gallup Poll on Americans’ attitudes toward music revealed the following: 
 
•    78% of Americans feel learning a musical instrument helps students perform better 
in other subjects 
•    96% of Americans believe participation in a school band is a good way for children to 
develop teamwork skills 
•    88% of Americans believe participation in music helps teach children discipline 
•    54% of American households reported having a least one musical instrument player, 
the highest figures since the study began in 1978 
•    95% of Americans believe that music is a key component in a child’s well-rounded 
education; three quarters of those surveyed feel that schools should mandate music 
education 
•    71% of Americans surveyed believe that teenagers who play an instrument are less 
likely to have disciplinary problems 
 
A 2006 Harris Poll revealed strong support for arts education among high school 
principals and vice principals. 
 
•    96% agree that participating in music education encourages and motivates students 
to stay in school. 
•    89% of the principals feel that a high-quality music education program contributes to 
their school achieving higher graduation rates.  
•    There are higher attendance and graduation rates among those who have a music 
program 
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•    Seven in ten principals say music education is extremely or very important to a 
student’s educational success. 
 
A May 2005 Harris Poll on the attitudes of Americans toward arts education, 
revealed: 
 
•    93% agree the arts are vital to providing a well-rounded education for children, a 2% 
increase over 2001 
•    86% agree an arts education encourages and assists in the improvement of a child’s 
attitudes toward school 
•    83% believe that arts education helps teach children to communicate effectively with 
adults and peers 
•    79% agree incorporating the arts into education is the first step in adding back 
what’s missing in public education today 
•    54% rated the importance of arts education a “ten” on a scale of one to ten 
•    79% believe that it’s important enough for them to get personally involved in 
increasing the amount and quality of arts education 
  

 

	  


